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a surface tension gradient caused by film stretching have
The influence of electric dipole moments of nonionic surfactants been proposed (14–17). None of these models, however,

on inertia-dominated film thinning between two bubbles has been can explain the experimental results of bubble coalescence
calculated. The repelling force due to dipole moments cannot be the in aqueous solutions of nonionic surfactants (6, 10–13).
cause of coalescence inhibition, as was suggested by G. Keitel and

In this paper we consider the electric effects of nonionicU. Onken, Chem. Eng. Sci. 37, 1635 (1982) and H. K. Tsao and
surfactants (e.g., n-alcohols) on film thinning. The moleculesD. L. Koch, Phys. Fluids A 6, 2591 (1994). q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
of these surfactants have a dipole moment and exert a repellingKey Words: bubbles; coalescence; nonionic surfactants; high
force on film thinning. Keitel and Onken (11) and more re-Reynolds number.
cently Tsao and Koch (18) suggest that an electric force of
nonionic surfactants may be the cause of coalescence inhibition
of inertia-driven bubbles. Sagert and Quinn (19) have calcu-INTRODUCTION
lated the effect of electric double-layer forces in solutions of
electrolytes. They concluded that for electrolytes electric doubleThe bouncing and coalescence of two bubbles in a liquid
layers have negligible influence. For n-alcohols electric effectsare processes of great importance in two-phase flows. The
can be of importance, according to these authors. Therefore,coalescence of a pair of bubbles increases bubble size and
the repelling force due to electric dipoles of n-alcohols hasdecreases the total interfacial area, which changes the veloc-
been calculated and is included in a simple model to predictity of rise and mass transfer. In this paper, interaction be-
coalescence or bouncing of bubbles. The influence of electrictween relatively large bubbles (of order 1 mm) in water will
dipoles of n-alcohols is, to the best knowledge of the author,be studied. In the approach process between these bubbles
not yet theoretically investigated. The results can be extendedinertia plays a dominant role (e.g., (1–6)) , in contrast to
to other nonionic surfactants.the approach of very small bubbles or drops in viscous liq-

During thinning, three parameters are changing (Fig. 1):uids where inertia is negligible and thinning can be described
the radius of contact a , the velocity of the bubble center,by Stokes flow (e.g., (7, 8)) .
and the film thickness h . We shall first obtain expressionsIn pure water the thinning of inertia-dominated bubbles,
for the forces working on the bubbles during approach. Withi.e., bubbles with high Reynolds number (Re Å 2rUR /m) , is
these forces a thinning equation and an equation of motionstudied by several authors (1–6). It was found that bubbles
for the bubble center are derived with which the film radius,coalesce at sufficiently low Weber number (We Å rV 2R /
the velocity of the bubble center, and the film thickness cans) , so for a given bubble size and liquid bubbles bounce if
be calculated during thinning. From our calculations it canthe approach velocity exceeds a critical value.
be concluded that electric dipoles cannot be the cause ofWater is only free from impurities when special precau-
coalescence inhibition.tions are taken. If surfactants are present in the water, they

adsorb on the bubble surface. The influence of these surfac-
tants on bubbles rising through contaminated water are two- REPELLING FORCE DUE TO DIPOLE MOMENTS
fold: decrease of the velocity of rise of a bubble (9) , and
above a critical concentration of surfactants coalescence is If bubbles are formed in an aqueous solution of n-alcohols
inhibited (5, 6, 10–13). there will be diffusion of surfactant molecules to the bubble

The coalescence inhibition by added surfactants is a pro- surface. As a simplification all n-alcohols are denoted here
cess which is not well understood. Several models based on as surfactants because they influence the surface tension.

These molecules are so-called head–tail molecules, of which
the polar head is hydrophilic and the apolar tail is hydropho-1 Present address: Phillips Research, Prof. Holstlaan 4, 5656 AA Eindho-

ven, The Netherlands. bic. The dipole moments of surfactant molecules on two
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375ELECTRIC DIPOLES ON BUBBLE COALESCENCE

FIG. 1. Horizontal bubble approach.

approaching bubbles are in opposite direction and therefore
exert a repelling force on each other. Here the configuration
of Fig. 2 is used, and in doing so the repelling dipole force

FIG. 3. Model of circular disks.is overestimated. In reality molecules will not be ordered in
this way; by dynamic effects the molecules will continuously
alter their position, and for dilute solutions the tails of the repelling force between two infinitely thin circular disks with
molecules will not stick in the air but will lie on the surface a constant dipole moment per area. This simplification can
(20). The electric dipole force will, like the van der Waals be made because h is orders of magnitude larger than the
force, only play a role at small film thicknesses (Ç1007 m). size of the surfactant molecules. In the experiments the con-

In order to calculate the forces working on the bubble the centrations of surfactants are so low that the influence on
following assumptions are made: (1) G is constant and in bulk properties of the liquid between the disks can be ne-
equilibrium on the bubble surface. (2) The bubbles approach glected.
each other as sketched in Fig. 1. (3) The film between the We consider the problem of two disks, both with radius
bubbles is parallel sided and the radius of contact a is as- a , a constant t, and distance h between the disks, with the
sumed small with respect to R (Fig. 1) . symmetry axis in the z direction (Fig. 3) .

The potential f of an electric dipole is (21)
ad 1. By assuming a constant surface concentration, con-

vection and diffusion are neglected in the mass balance of
surfactants on the bubble surface. f Å

pr(r2 0 r1)

Ér2 0 r1É
3

1
4pe0er

. [1]
ad 2. Kok (4, 5) showed that in inertia-controlled motion,

two spherical bubbles approach each other as sketched in
Fig. 1. The potential f in a point of disk 2, due to disk 1, is

ad 3. The assumption of a plan parallel film is not fully
correct; in reality the film will, by inertia, develop a

f Å t

4pe0er
*

S

dS1rÇ2S 1
Ér2 0 r1É

D , [2]dimple (2) .

With these assumptions the repelling force between the
bubbles due to dipole moments can be estimated from the where the Ç2 operator works on r2. The electric field in a

point of disk 2, due to disk 1, is

E Å 0t
4pe0er

*
S

Ç2S dS1rÇ2S 1
Ér2 0 r1É

DD . [3]

This can be transformed to

E Å 0t
4pe0er

*
S

( dS1rÇ2)Ç2S 1
Ér2 0 r1É

D . [4]

FIG. 2. Surfactant molecules on the bubble surface. With a variation on Stokes’ theorem,
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*
S

( dS1rÇ) f Å© dl 1 f / *
S

(Çr f ) dS1
t 2ha 2

2e0er
*

2p

0

cos j
[2a 2 0 2a 2cos j / h 2] 3/2 dj 0 t 2ha 2

4pe0er

/ *
S

(Ç 1 f ) 1 dS1 , [5] 1 *
2p

0

j cos j
[2a 2 0 2a 2cos j / h 2] 3/2 dj.

we find By using the following theorem (22)

*
np

0

f (sin x)xdx Å n 2p *
p /2

0

f (sin x)dx ,E Å 0t
4pe0er
© dL1 1 Ç2S 1

Ér2 0 r1É
D . [6]

n Å 0, 1, 2rrr if f ( y) Å f (0y) , [11]

The force exerted by disk 1 on disk 2 is (21)
it follows that

t *A( dA2rÇ2) E, in which the dipole moment of disk 2 is

in the opposite direction of disk 1. Again [5] is used, and
F2 Å

t 2

4e0er
*

2p

0

ha 2cos j
[2a 2 0 2a 2cos j / h 2] 3/2 dj. [12]because both the curl and the divergence of E are vanishing

we find that

Taking g Å u /2 we find that

F2 Å
t 2

4pe0er
©© dL2

F2 Å
t 2ha 2

2e0er[4a 2 / h 2] 3/2

1 S dL1 1 Ç2S 1
Ér2 0 r1É

DD . [7]
1 *

p

0

2 cos2g 0 1
[1 0 [4a 2 / (4a 2 / h 2)]cos2g]3/2 dg. [13]

The calculation of the force from two surface integrals is This is a standard integral (e.g., (22)) , giving
reduced to two path integrals. By using Stokes theorem it
can be proved that this force is, as expected, antisymmetric:

F2 Å
t 2pa 2h

2e0er[4a 2 / h 2] 3/2 F2F1S3
2

,
3
2

; 2;
4a 2

4a 2 / h 2D
F2 Å 0F1 Å

t 2

4pe0er
©© dL1rdL2

r2 0 r1

Ér2 0 r1É
3 . [8]

0 2F1S1
2

,
3
2

; 1;
4a 2

4a 2 / h 2DG .

The integrals in the i and in the j direction are both vanishing;
the force has only a component in the k direction, In the experiments h /2a ! 1, which we discuss later ; there-

fore, the following theorem can be used (23):
If a / b ú c § b ú 0 and x r 1 then

F2 Å
t 2

4pe0er
*

2p

0
*

2p

0

2F1(a , b ; c ; x) r
G(c)G(a / b 0 c)

G(a)G(b)
(1 0 x) c0a0b .1 ha 2cos(u2 0 u1)

[2a 2 0 2a 2cos(u2 0 u1) / h 2] 3/2 du1du2 . [9]

So
Taking u2 0 u1 Å j gives

F2 Å
t 2pa 2h

e0er[4a 2 / h 2] 3/2

1
p S1 0 4a 2

4a 2 / h 2D01

. [14]
F2 Å

t 2

4pe0er
*

2p

0

du1 *
2p0u1

0u1

With h 2 ! a 2 this can be simplified to1 ha 2cos j
[2a 2 0 2a 2cos j / h 2] 3/2 dj. [10]

F2 Å
t 2a

2e0erh
. [15]

Changing the sequence of integration gives for the integral
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377ELECTRIC DIPOLES ON BUBBLE COALESCENCE

This is the force disk 1 exerts on disk 2, which is in the Note that the pressure in the bubble and hence the bubble
volume remains constant. The deformation of the bubble ispositive z direction and therefore repelling.

The dipole moment per area, t, is given by caused by the increase of the liquid pressure due to the
stagnation point in the film center.

The equation for determining the film radius is easilyt Å pGNa . [16]
found by elementary geometry

The surface concentration is determined with the Gibbs–
Duhem relation (20), which holds for dilute solutions: a 2 Å 2R(R 0 dw), [22]

where we have used dw É R . With the constant volume
G Å 0c

RgT
S ds

dc DT

. [17]
constraint the deformation causes an increase of R . Elemen-
tary geometry shows however that this increase is for small
a negligible, hence R is constant. So, if this position of the

In the experiments dilute solutions of n-alcohols in water bubble center is known, dw and a can be calculated.
are used. With the Von Szyskowski equation (24), an ex- The attractive unretarded van der Waals force is valid if
pression is found for the equilibrium surface tension as a h is less than about 3 1 1008 m (1, 20) and is
function of the surfactant concentration:

FvdW Å
0A

6ph 3 pa 2 . [23]
s 0 s0 Å 0RgTG`lnS1 / c

a *
D . [18]

For water A Å 2.4 1 10020 kg m2 s02 (20).
If h is larger than 3 1 1008 m, the retarded van der WaalsFor different n-alcohols G` is nearly constant, but a* is

force must be used,changing drastically with the number of C atoms in the n-
alcohol. Using [17] and [18] gives for the equilibrium sur-
face concentration G

FvdW Å
0B

h 4 pa 2 , [24]

G Å G`c

a * / c
. [19]

where B is a constant, of order 10028 kg m3 s02 (26). Here
Eq. [24] is used because h exceeds 3 1 1008 m, with B
taken as 1 1 10028 kg m3 s02 .Substituting [16] and [19] in [15] gives

THE THINNING EQUATION
Fdip Å

1
2e0er

(G`c)2

(a * / c)2 p 2N 2
a

a

h
. [20]

Now that all the forces appearing in our model have been
calculated, the thinning equation will be derived. This equa-For small surface concentrations it can be shown (6) that
tion is based on Chesters (1) where also a plan parallelthe dipole moment of a n-alcohol molecule on the bubble
film was assumed. Using continuity and the Navier–Stokessurface is nearly equal to the dipole moment of water, giving
equation, the thinning equation [31] of Chesters’ paper canp Å 6.1 1 10030 C m (25).
be derived

DEFORMATION AND VAN DER WAALS FORCE
d 2H

dt 2 /
4m
ra 2

dH

dt
/ 2P0

ra 2 Å 0. [25]
When during approach bubbles become close, the pressure

in the liquid film will, due to inertia, increase sharply. This
pressure will deform and exert a repelling force on the bub- In Chesters (1) Eq. [25] was derived for a pure liquid;
bles. Here it is assumed that the bubbles only deform if dw therefore the velocity across the film was constant. Because
õ R (Fig. 1) . With a parallel-sided film assumption and the here the surfactant concentration is assumed to be constant,
normal stress condition on the bubble surface, Pg Å Pl / the surface remains completely mobile (27, 28) and there-
2s /Rc , the repelling force becomes fore vorticity generation is zero, resulting in a constant veloc-

ity across the film. The surface cannot become fully mobile
by a gradient in surface concentration; however, this effectFdef Å

2psa 2

R
. [21]

will not be considered here.
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The balancing of forces on an element at the center of ddw

dt
Å 0u . [30]the film gives

Using [20], [21], and [23], [29] becomesP0 Å 4mS dH

dt D / 2s
R
/ B

h 4 0
Fdip

pa 2 . [26]

d(M0u )

dt
Å 1

2e0er

(G`c)2

(a * / c)2
The first term on the right side is due to the normal stress
at the film center; the other terms are the pressure due to

1 p 2N 2
a

a

h
/ 2spa 2

R
0 B

h 4rpa 2 , [31]deformation (which increase thinning of the liquid film), the
van der Waals pressure, and the dipole pressure, where Fdip

is given by [20].
with initial conditions u Å 1/2V and dw Å R .Substituting [26] in [25] gives

Our model is only valid up to a certain critical film
thickness. This critical thickness for coalescence depends
on the Hamaker constant. In Chesters (1 ) the criticald 2H

dt 2 /
12m
ra 2

dH

dt
/ 4s
ra 2R

/ 2B

ra 2h 4 0
2Fdip

rpa 4 Å 0. [27]
thickness is estimated to be a few hundred angström. In
Doubliez (30) the critical thickness for a bubble rising to

For the initial value of the film thickness we follow Chesters a free surface was measured. A minimal thickness was
and Hofman (2), h0 Å (4rV 2R 2) /s. The initial value of the found to be 800 Å. Here the critical thickness is estimated
contact radius a is not zero but chosen very small, a0 Å 1 to be 3 1 1008 m, which is on the same order as the values
1 1007 m. Our results show that small variations of h0 and given by Chesters (1 ) and Doubliez (30 ) . Choosing any
a0 have little influence on the results. other reasonable value shows no effect on the results dis-

cussed in the next section.
A criterium for coalescence or bouncing is:EQUATION OF MOTION FOR APPROACHING BUBBLES

—If the thinning is stopped (dh /dt Å 0) before a criticalIn the coalescence models given in the literature the only
thickness is reached the bubbles will bounce.aim was to derive an equation for the thinning of the film

—If the film between the bubbles has reached a criticalbetween two bubbles. A constant velocity of approach is
thickness and the thinning of the film has not been reducedassumed in these models. However during approach forces
to zero, the bubbles will coalesce.are exerted on each bubble. In our model these forces are

the repelling force, due to dipoles and bubble deformation, The aim is now to determine the critical concentration of
Fdip and Fdef , respectively, and the attracting van der Waals the n-alcohol which will prevent coalescence. This is done
force, FvdW. by solving [22], [27], and [31] with the initial conditions

The inertia of the bubble is zero but the liquid displaced by a standard fourth-order Runge–Kutta scheme.
by the bubble has an apparent mass, expressed by M0 , the
added mass. The added mass of a bubble, as sketched in COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 1, is (29)

The experiments of Keitel and Onken (10) are used to
verify our model. In these experiments coalescence inhibi-

M0 Å 0.36r
4
3
pR 3r. [28] tion of bubbles (R Ç 5 1 1004 m) by n -alcohols is studied

in a bubble column where bubbles rise under buoyancy.
These authors concluded that, above a critical concentra-This added mass is smaller than that of a single rising spheri-

cal bubble (0.5r4
3 pR 3r) which is caused by the position and

the relative motion of the bubbles. Using the concept of TABLE 1
added mass the equation of motion for the center of mass Experimental and Theoretical Critical Concentrations
becomes for Rising Bubbles

Cmodel CK&O a * G`

n-alcohol (mol/m3) (mol/m3) (mol/m3) (mol/m2)
d(M0u )

dt
Å Fdip / Fdef / FvdW, [29]

Butanol — 4 1 1002 4.7 1 101 6 1 1006

Octanol — 3 1 1003 2.1 1 1001 6 1 1006

where u is the velocity of the center of mass,
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379ELECTRIC DIPOLES ON BUBBLE COALESCENCE

term is uM0 f and negligible compared to the other terms.
Also in these experiments coalescence is prevented at con-
centrations which are orders of magnitude smaller than this
model predicts.

In our model the calculations were based on a plan-parallel
film, while in reality a dimple develops. In doing so the
thinning time is overestimated (2), which overestimates the
repelling dipole force.

The initial condition for the contact area is here taken as
1007 m, but this contact area increases very fast during thinning
(at the end of thinning a is of the order of 1005 m), while h
decreases very fast, as can be seen from Fig. 4. So h/2a ! 1
during almost the complete thinning process and a ! R .

FIG. 4. Forces working in the liquid film for rising bubbles in an Changing the critical film thickness and the approach ve-
aqueous solution of octanol; c Å 3 1 1003 mol/m3, V Å 0.05 m/s. — ,

locity to any other reasonable value has no influence on theh ; – – – , FvdW; ---, Fdef ; rrr, Fdip .
result.

All assumptions overestimate the repelling dipole force;
tion of the n -alcohol, coalescence was inhibited. The ap- still the critical concentration calculated is orders of magni-
proach velocity in the experiments is unknown. This ve- tude larger than the experimental value. So it can be con-
locity was estimated using van Wijngaarden’s (31) theory cluded that the repelling dipole force cannot be the cause of
and experiments (6 ) of bubble pairs. The approach veloc- the bouncing of bubbles in aqueous solutions of n-alcohols.
ity of bubble pairs just before ‘‘contact’’ depends on the There must be a force, not taken into account in our model,
initial separation between the bubble centers. At the maxi- which is much larger than the repelling dipole force and
mum separation where the bubbles attract each other responsible for the coalescence inhibition.
(É8R ) it was found that the approach velocity is É0.5U , The suggestion here is that this force is caused by a
where U is the vertical rise velocity of the bubbles. With surface tension gradient, which will be only qualitatively
U É 0.20 m/s for bubbles with R Å 5 1 1004 m this gives discussed here. In the Introduction some coalescence
Vmax Å 0.10 m/s. However if the initial separation between models have been already mentioned. All these are based
the bubbles is smaller the approach velocity decreases. on a surface tension gradient, caused by film stretching;
Therefore we have estimated VÉ 0.05 m/s for the calcula- i.e., in all models a fully immobile surface is assumed.
tions of Fig. 4. Changing to the maximum approach veloc- This assumption is, however, too rigorous. When there
ity gives no other results. are no surfactants present, the liquid in the film can slip at

From Table 1 it follows that our model, which overesti- the bubble surface during thinning and no film stretching
mates the influence of the repelling dipole force, gives for occurs. At the presence of very small surfactant concen-
both alcohols no critical concentration to prevent coales- trations the surface will first be partly mobile and the
cence. Even the maximum surface concentration G` gives a mobility decreases with increasing surfactant concentra-
repelling dipole force which is orders of magnitude too small tion. The immobile surface assumption therefore overesti-
to inhibit coalescence. Comparison with other n-alcohols mates the surface tension gradient, hence underestimating
gives similar results. the critical concentration. The reduction in surface mobil-

In Fig. 4 the different forces, calculated with [20], [21], ity is due to a concentration gradient in the film, which
and [24], are plotted for a typical concentration used in the is caused by a convective accumulation of surfactant at
experiment. It is obvious that the electric dipole force is not the rim of the film, where the flow diverges enormously.
sufficient to prevent coalescence. This mechanism also occurs in flows of bubbles in capil-

The previously discussed experiments were rising bubbles laries (e.g., 27, 32, 33 ) and the created surface tension
in a bubble column. The experiments (10, 12, 13) all deal gradient may, at sufficient surfactant concentration, stop
with two bubbles, each growing on a capillary. An approxi- film thinning.
mation for the approach velocity V follows from a mass
balance APPENDIX: NOMENCLATURE

V Å 2
3 f R . [32] A Hamaker constant, kg m2 s02

a Radius of contact, m
a * Langmuir constant, mol m03In the equation of motion [29] an extra term is obtained

because the added mass is not constant in time. This extra B Retarded van der Waals force constant, kg m3 s02
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Cmodel Critical concentration model, mol m03 ACKNOWLEDGMENT
CK&O Experimental critical concentration by Keitel and
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dw Distance bubble center to disk center (Fig. 1) , m
E External electric field, NrC01
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